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Abstract 
Double intersection local times a(x, .) of Brownian motion W in R a which measure the size of 
the set of time pairs (s, t), s + t, for which Wt and Ws +x coincide can be developed into series 
of multiple Wiener-Ito integrals. These series representations reveal on the one hand the degree 
of smoothness of a(x, .) in terms of eventually negative order Sobolev spaces with respect to the 
canonical Dirichlet structure on Wiener space. On the other hand, they offer an easy access to 
renormalization f a(x, .) as Ixl --~ 0. The results, valid for any dimension d, describe a pattern 
in which the well known cases d = 2, 3 are naturally embedded. 
Keywords: Brownian motion; Self intersections; Local time; Renormalization; Malliavin's calculus; Multiple 
stochastic integrals 
1. Introduction 
The interest in the self-intersections of Brownian motion W with values in d- 
dimensional Euclidean space has a long history. By a k-fold self-intersection of W 
we understand a k-tuple (tl  . . . . .  tk) of times for which Wit = Wt2 . . . . .  Wtk holds. 
For planar Brownian motion L6vy [ 18] showed that double points exist almost surely. 
Planar Brownian motion has even k-fold intersections for any integer k, as was proved 
by Dvoretzky et al. [4].  The same authors and Taylor [5] showed that in dimension 
d = 3 the situation is much different. Due to the transience of Brownian motion in space, 
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double points still exist a.s., but for k/> 3 k-fold intersections do not. For dimension of 
at least 4, transience is even more stringent: a.s. there are no k-fold intersections, for 
any k. But as shown by Lyons [ 19], statements holding true outside sets of measure 
zero need not hold true outside of capacity zero sets: in dimension 4 and 5 Brownian 
motion has double points with positive capacity. 
The discovery that random fields related to the random set of self-intersections play 
an important role in the construction of certain Euclidean quantum fields, which was 
made and propagated in Szymanzik [28], Varadhan [29], Wolpert [34], and Geman 
et al. [9], stimulated the mathematical research on the subject a lot. Consequently, the 
construction of self-intersection local times and the study of their behaviour kept quite a 
number of people busy for a long time. To mention just a few: Rosen [23,24], Le Gall 
[ 16,17], Dynkin [6,7], Yor [35,36], and more recently Bass, Koshnevisan [ 1]. For an 
excellent survey and more details about he many facets of the subject of self-intersection 
local times and their renormalization we refer to Dynkin [8]. 
Double intersection local time of Brownian motion in ~d which will be the object 
of investigation of this paper is in a way similar to the local time of linear Brownian 
motion. Just instead of the "closeness" of Wt to some point x in space, integrated over t, 
which constitutes local time at x, it measures the "closeness" of Wt and Ws ÷x for some 
x E ]~d, integrated over (s, t). If the parameter space for W is restricted to the unit 
interval, as in this paper, and if (q~)e~>0 is an approximation of the Dirac 6-distribution 
at 0 C •d, one quantity to measure the size of the random set of double points is given 
by the limit 
= 
where 
I 1 
0 0 
Aware of the fact that other quantities have been studied under the same name (see 
Dynkin [8] ), we call a(x,  .) double intersection local time of W in ~a. It is just the 
one studied by Rosen [23], Le Gall [ 16] and Yor [35]. In writing the above limit, we 
also have to be aware of the fact that for certain x or certain dimensions, a(x, .) may be 
infinite or not at all a random variable, but just a distribution. Indeed, it is well known 
since research on multiple intersection functionals has been started, that a(x,  .) blows 
up as x --~ 0 in dimensions d = 2, 3. There is a way to take care of this singularity, 
incorporated in the well known and intensively studied concept of renormalization (see 
Dynkin [8] ). In our context he idea can be stated as follows: find a deterministic 
function f (x )  such that a(x,  .), "corrected" by f (x )  appropriately, behaves moothly 
but also nontrivially as x ~ 0. For d = 2 this has been done by Varadhan [29] and 
Rosen [24,25], for d = 3 a variant has been considered by Yor [36], but much deeper 
investigations are needed for the renormalization which delivers the so-called "polymer 
measure" (see Westwater [33] and Bolthausen [2]). 
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The methods by which intersection local times and their renormalization have been 
studied so far, vary from the investigation of the differentiation of measures via Fourier 
analysis to potential theory and incorporate ven elements of large deviations. The 
method presented in this paper is quite different from all of them. Its basic idea is to 
represent relevant variables on Wiener space by their characteristic series of multiple 
Wiener-Ito integrals, or, equivalently, generalized Hermite polynomials. This idea was 
present and partly exploited in Nualart and Vires [21], where the formula for the 
representation f Brownian local time is given, and Imkeller and Schmidt [ 12], where 
it is implicitly proved and used. The key observation is the following: if pff is the 
probability density of d-dimensional Brownian motion at time e, the random variables 
p~(Wt-Ws-x ) ,  s, tE  [0,11, s<~t, xER a, 
possess a rather simple representation in terms of a series of multiple Wiener-Ito in- 
tegrals of the multiple tensor products of the indicator function of the interval [s, t]. 
This turns into an easy representation f a~(x, .), if we put q, = p~. Now multi- 
ple Wiener-Ito integrals fortunately span the eigenspaces of the infinite dimensional 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on Wiener space. It is therefore an easy matter, while 
controlling the convergence of a,  (x,.) as • ~ 0, to determine the exact order of the 
Sobolev space with respect to the canonical Dirichlet structure in which the convergence 
to a(x , . )  takes place. Hence the method we propose could be viewed as an approach of 
intersection local times from the perspective of infinite dimensional nalysis on Wiener 
space related to its canonical Dirichlet structure. An appropriate framework for this 
analysis is given by the continuum of Sobolev spaces D 2'~' over canonical Wiener space 
obtained via completion of the set of polynomials F with respect o the norms 
IIFIIz,~-- [l(l - L)~'/2FII2, 
y E R. Since D 2'0 = L 2, Sobolev spaces with positive index y consist of real valued 
random variables, whereas for negative index we obtain Sobolev spaces of distributions, 
contained in the space of Meyer-Watanabe distributions over Wiener space (see Watan- 
abe [32] ). Now given an arbitrary dimension d, our convergence r sults allow us to 
just pick the appropriate order y such that for any x 4= O, a (x ,  .) E D 2,r. So in our 
setting, the well known fact that intersection local times outside x = 0 exist in dimension 
d = 2, 3, but not for d/> 4, is reflected in the statement that for d ~ 3, a(x ,  .) is located 
in a Sobolev space of positive order, and for d /> 4 the order becomes negative. We 
stress the fact that for any dimension one deals with mathematically reasonable objects 
which prove to be helpful in studying real valued quantities even in dimensions in which 
they are just distributions (see [ 13] ). For x = 0 this picture changes drastically. For 
example, as • --~ 0 or x ~ 0, a , (0,  .) resp. a(x,  .) do not converge in any Sobolev 
space. They have to be renormalized with a suitable deterministic function of • or x 
additively or multiplicatively in order to obtain convergence in a suitable sense with 
respect o some Sobolev space. In case d = 2, our approach makes the renormalization 
concept particularly clear. Here, as shown by Rosen [25], an additively renormalizing 
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function is given by the expectation of tr(x, .), in our setting just the term of order 0 
of the expansion. 
Despite the fact that they have their own character, several results of the paper partly 
recover esults which have been proved before by different methods. So some aspects of 
the objects we consider may just be seen as a testing ground for the approach of local 
time functionals of the Wiener process via techniques related to infinite dimensional 
analysis. Yet the scope of the method is much wider. 
The essential ingredient of our approach is just the particular simplicity of the series 
expansion of Donsker's delta function. The choice of canonical one-parameter Wiener 
process as well as the concentration on double intersection local times is rather acci- 
dental. We could equally well work on arbitrary Gaussian or even non-Gaussian spaces, 
and investigate local times or multiple intersection local times with respect o many 
different aspects of asymptotic behaviour or blow up near singularities. We shall give 
two examples. 
In [ 13], we thoroughly investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the local time of the 
N-parameter Wiener process W with values in R d, both as T E R+ N approaches c~, 
and x E R d approaches 0, as well as related questions of the asymptotic behaviour of 
occupation integrals ft0.r] f (Ws)  ds, where f is continuous and of compact support. 
For the latter problem for example, we also work in dimensions in which local time no 
more exists as a function, and its description as a still handy object in distribution space 
is particularly helpful. 
In [ 14] we use the method to obtain rather precise information about the critical 
dimension d below which self-intersection local time for the Brownian sheet exists as a 
function, if double intersections are restricted to pairs (s, t), where s resp. t is allowed 
to vary in axial parallel rectangles A resp. B in the parameter space R2+. It reveals the 
crucial dependence of d on the geometric onstellation of A and B. For example, if 
A = B, self-intersection local time exists below d = 4, if A M B is one-dimensional, 
below d = 6, whereas if A A B consists of a point or is empty, the critical dimension is 
d = 8. Moreover, both in [ 13] and [ 14], at points where the quantities considered may 
blow up, we obtain both asymptotic results of the type of the law of large numbers and 
the central imit theorem. 
Since it allows to characterize intersection local times in the hierarchy of Meyer- 
Watanabe distributions, the approach presented gives rise to another natural question. 
Papers by Lyons [ 19] and Penrose [22] dealt with the problem: for which dimensions 
d are there double or multiple points of the d-dimensional Wiener process with positive 
or zero capacity, and gave partial answers. Since this notion of capacity is with respect 
to the canonical Dirichlet structure on Wiener space, it is reasonable to assume that there 
is a relationship with our smoothness results for a(x ,  .), which could help clarify this 
problem. Up to now, we have however not been able to make this relationship recise. 
If one interprets the simple random series representing Donsker's delta function as 
an element of the space of "white noise functionals" or "Hida distributions" which 
in fact is an enlargement of the space of distributions we work on (see Hida et al. 
[11]), one obtains the object studied by Kuo [ 15], and which subsequently gave rise 
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to the investigation of self-intersection local times and their renormalization i  a series 
of papers by Watanabe [30,31], Shieh [26], He et al. [10], and others. Now, as we 
shall implicitly show below, for d/> 3 it is impossible to renormalize ~(x, . )  additively 
for x ~ 0 in the space of Meyer-Watanabe distributions. Watanabe [30] observed 
(for a rigorous proof see He et al. [ 10] ) that this renormalization surprisingly can 
be achieved in the space of Hida distributions. This fact creates ome hope that the 
complicated construction of the 3-dimensional polymer measure (see Bolthausen [2] ), 
in which renormalization f double intersection local time plays an eminent role, may 
be understood better with the help of the approach via infinite dimensional analysis. 
There is one problem, however, which up to now has prevented a successful treatment. 
Formally one would have to construct a measure approximated by measures possessing 
an exponential of renormalized double intersection local time ~(0, .) as density. Yet the 
square of t~(0, .) does no longer seem to be a Hida distribution. 
Here is a short outline of our program. In Section 3 we derive the representation f 
a,  (x, .)  by series of multiple Wiener-Ito integrals for any dimension d, and deduce 
from this that ~(x, .) can be seen as a well defined object in the quadratic Sobolev 
space of any order below (4 - d)/2 if x 4= 0. Hence we rederive the existence of 
double intersection local time for d = 2, 3 which had been shown by Rosen [24,25] 
(Theorems 1 and 2). For d >/4 our results are altogether new and could be compared 
to the smoothed versions which Yor [36] considered (Theorem 3). 
Section 4 is devoted to the renormalization of a(x, .) at x = 0 in any dimension. 
The only difficulty consists in a precise control of the norms of the projections on the 
eigenspaces of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator. In case d = 2 we rederive and improve 
Varadhan's [29] renormalization (see also Le Gall [16] ) (Theorems 4 and 5). In case 
d = 3 versions of Yor's [36] renormalization turn up (Theorems 6 and 8). Due to our 
description we are also able to deal with the case d/> 4 (Theorems 7 and 9). The cases 
d = 2, 3, known so far, are seen to be nicely embedded in a general pattern. 
2. Preliminaries and notation 
Throughout this paper we work with the canonical Wiener process W = (W l . . . . .  W d) 
indexed by [0, 1] with values in ]R d on canonical Wiener space ( I I ,F ,P) .  P is the 
probability measure under which Wt possesses the probability density 
pta (x) = 1 ( _  ]x]2"~ 
x /~t  exp\  2t J '  xCRa '  tE [O,  1]. 
Suppose now d = 1. It is well known that the space of square integrable random vari- 
ables L2(/2, F, P) has an orthogonal decomposition by the eigenspaces of the multiple 
Wiener-Ito integrals In, defined on L2( [0, 1]n),n >~ 0 (see for example Bouleau and 
Hirsch [3], pp. 78-80). The multiple integrals fulfill the orthogonality relation 
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E( In( f ) Im(g))= n! fgdh  n , i fn=m,  
[0A]" 
where A n denotes Lebesgue measure on B(R  n) (in case n = 1 we omit the superscript 
n). I f  Hn is the nth Hermite polynomial defined by 
Hn (x) = ~ exp ~xx [ exp - ], 
x E ]~,n ~> 0, and if 
! 
W(h) = f h(s) dW, 
0 
denotes the Gaussian stochastic integral of a function h E L 2 ( [ 0, 1 ] ), the relation 
Hn(W( h) ) = ---~.nW. In( h®" ) 
holds true whenever [I h [[ = 1. Here h ®" denotes the n-fold tensor product of h with 
itself, while [[ . [I is the norm in L2([0, 1] ). For a 6 • we may define the "Sobolev 
space of order a"  on Wiener space by introducing the norm 
1/2 
[I f []2,,~ = ( l+n)~l ] I . ( f . )  III 
on the space 
{FEL2(J2,  F ,P ) : there isnENand f i cL2( [O ,  1]i), i=0  . . . . .  n, 
n 
such that F = ~i=oli(f i)  }, 
which is dense in L2(J2, F ,P )  and completing with respect to II • 112,,~ • We denote 
this space by D 2''~. In case a = 1 this just gives the domain of the gradient operator 
of the canonical Dirichlet form on Wiener space, in case a < 0 we obtain a space 
of distributions over Wiener space (see Watanabe [32], Bouleau and Hirsch [3] ). To 
denote multiple Wiener-Ito integrals with respect o the independent components W i of 
W in ]~a, we use the symbol I/, 1 ~< i ~< d, n /> 0. Corresponding Sobolev spaces are 
defined for functionals of the d-dimensional Wiener process (see Watanabe [32] ). 
Finally, the usual Euler's gamma function will be denoted by F. 
3. Expansions of intersection functionals by multiple Wiener-lto integrals 
In this section we will develop expansions for the intersection local times of Brownian 
motion in any dimension d >/2. We shall see that for d = 2 or d = 3 , this leads to real 
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valued random variables, whereas for d >/4 we obtain descriptions in suitable spaces 
of distributions over the Wiener space. Also, at x = 0 it will turn out to be necessary to 
remormalize in order to get finite quantities. We will take care of this in the following 
section. 
Until further notice, let now W be the one-dimensional Brownian motion. As a crucial 
step of our method, we will expand the function p~ (W(h) - x) by a series of multiple 
Wiener-Ito integrals for 0 4: h E L2([0, 1]) ,e  > 0,x C N. The formula we exhibit is 
implicit in Imkeller and Schmidt [12], and stated in Nualart and Vives [21]. We give 
a short proof of it. 
Proposition 1. Let 0 4= h E L 2 ( [ O, 1 ] ), • > O, x E R. Then 
p~, (W(h)  - x) 
=~a.  W ~ Ilhll 2+•]  n. v/llhll 2+• 
n--0 
(x )  x =~ I.(h~")(ll h II 2 +•)-n/Zn. ~/ll h II 2 +• Pllhll=+'( ) 
n----0 
Proof. Assume first that II h II = 1 so that W(h) is a Gaussian unit variable. We know 
that there are numbers an(e, x) such that 
OO 
P~ - -  x) = Z Hn(W( h) )an(e, x). (l) (W(h)  
n=O 
We just have to compute an(e,x) for n ~> O. But by the definition of Hermite polyno- 
mials, we have for n 7> 0 
an(e,x) 
=E(p~(W(h) - x)H,(W(h) ) ) / (d)" ( -1 )n  p J (y -x )  p{(y) dy 
,m. Ty 
R 
_(-1).f( d)" v~. -~x pl (y _ x)p~ (y) dy 
R 
- -d;x pl+,(x  
=(l + e,-~Hn ( @@--~) p~+e(x). (2, 
For equation number (iii) in (2) we have used integration by parts, and for equation 
number (iv) the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for Gaussian densities. This proves 
the claim in case II h I[ = 1. In the general case we just have to note that 
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x, (, (+,) x) 
-Hhl t  ~ W ~ [[hll " (3) 
It then remains to apply (1) and (2) with e/I [ h II 2 instead of E, and x/I I h II instead 
of x. This yields the desired series expansion. 
Setting x = 0 in the formula of Proposition 1 restores the formula with which the 
analysis of Nualart and Vives [21 ] begins. 
Corollary 2. Let 0 4: h E L 2 ( [ 0, 1 ] ), e > 0. Then 
p~,(W(h)) 
=~--~n2. w ~ Ilhll"(llhlt2+,) ("/2)+'(-1)" (x/~y)! 
n=o ~ n!2n 
O0 
=~-~lz.(h~)(I] h IIz +e) -(n+(l/2)) (-1)n 
n--O V/2-~n!2n " 
Proof. The asserted equation follows immediately from the proposition, upon remarking 
that for n/> 0 
(--1)n (~!  
H2n(O) = , H2n+l (0 )  = 0. 
n!2 n 
We now aim at deducing series representations fordouble intersection local times for 
Brownian motion in dimension d ~> 2 at x 4: 0. For this purpose it is convenient to 
have a uniform estimate of 
x ~ H, (x )  exp ( -ax2) ,  
for¼<.   
Proposition 3. Let 1 <~ a <~ ½. Then there exists a constant c such that for any n E N 
sup In , (x )  exp ( -ax  2) I <<. cn-(8~-I)/12. 
xE• 
Proof. We first deduce the asserted inequality for a -- ¼, then for a = l,  employing 
some knowledge on orthogonal polynomials, and then we interpolate for any intermediate 
value of a. 
For a = ¼ we use an inequality due to SzegO [27, p. 236]. He considers the polyno- 
mials 
P~(Y)=( -1 ) "exp(y2)  ~ (exp(-Y2)) '  
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n ~> 0, (see Szeg5 [27, p. 102] ). By studying the successive maxima of 
Y ~ Pn(y) exp ( -~Y  2) 
and showing that they are necessarily increasing, he discovers that there is a constant cl 
such that for all n E N 
sup[Pn(y) exp(-ly2)l<.cl2n/2~nl.n 1/12. (4) 
ycN 
Now the relationship between Hn and Pn is given by the formula 
Hn(x) =2-"/2~.-1Pn (- -~) , x E R. (5) 
Thus (4) and (5) yield the inequality 
sup ,Hn(x) exp (-X-~ ) , <. c,n -1/12. (6) 
x~N 
Let us next consider the case o~ = ½. Here we exploit an integral representation f the 
function 
Y ~ Pn(Y) exp (_y2) . 
which is obtained by investigating the relationship between Hermite polynomials and 
Bessel functions via Laguerre polynomials (see Szeg6 [27. p. 103]). This integral 
representation reads for n ) 0, y C R 
oo  
Pn(Y) exp (_y2) = (_l  )n/22n+lrr-~/2 fexp  ( - t  2) tn cos(2yt) dt. 
o 
for n even, and 
oo  
(_y2) = (_l)(n-l)/22~+lTr-U2 [exp  (--t 2) t" sin(2yt) dt, e,(y) exp 
0 
for n odd. This obviously implies that for any n E N 
sup Ien(y) exp (-y2) I 
yE]~ 
oo  
~< 2~+17r -1/2 f exp ( - t  2) t n dt 
0 
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( ~ ) ! if n is even, 
= n-  1 i2"  (7) 
( - -~)  .v/- ~ if n is odd. 
Now we use (5) again and Stirling's formula to estimate the factorials appearing in the 
bound for (7). Hence there exists a constant c2 such that for all n C N we have 
sup lHn(x)exp ( -@)  i <~ c2n -1/4. (8) 
x6R 
We finally have to interpolate between (6) and (8). Choose/3 such that 
a = ½/3+ ¼(1 - /3 ) .  
This means /3 = 4or - 1. Then 
sup IH.(x) exp (-ax2) l 
x6]~ 
<. sup [Hn(x) exp ( -~x2)  lB snp [Hn(x)exp ( -~x2)  ] 1-~ 
xeR xeR 
~(ofl,~l-,B.-(1/4)fl-(1/12)(1-B) 
"~ "1 ~'2 '~ 
= 
This is the inequality we claimed. 
Remark 4. The idea to use inequalities on orthogonal polynomials as in Proposition 3
in this context first appeared in Shieh [26] for a = ¼. 
All along the way of our analysis of intersection local times by series of multi- 
ple stochastic integrals we will make essential use of asymptotic estimates for certain 
multiple Lebesgue integrals. Here is the first version. 
Proposition 5. There is a constant c such that for all k E N 
S i  a([sl,tl] N [s2, t2]) k c 
t(77177)'~;---7-~2)1-'-~2~+ 1 dS I ' ' "  dt 2 ~.~ ~'~, 
f f  a(ts,,t,l n [$2, t2]) k C 
[~1 -- ~17 (t2 -~ s2~/2  dsl . . .  dt2 ~< ~;-ff. 
Proof. It is enough to estimate the first integral. To do this, we first have to split it into 
the following four terms 
i f  ( t~ - s2) k I ( l )  = [(tl - sl)(t2 - s2)] (k/2)+l dsl . . .  dt2, 
{O<sl<s2<tl<t2<l } 
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•(2) = j f  
{O<Sl<S2<t2<tl<l} 
,,3,= f f  
{O<s2<Sl<tl<t2<l} 
1(4) = f /  
{O<s2<Sl<t2<tl<l} 
(t2 -- $2) (k/2)-I 
(tl - s1 )  (k /2 )+ l  dsl . . ,  dt2, 
(tl - Sl) (k/2)-l 
(t2 -- S2) (k/2)+l dsl . . ,  dt2, 
(t2 - sl) k 
[ (q  - s1)(t2 -- $2)] (k/2)+l dSl . . .  dt2. 
11 
Observe that 1(4) and •(3) are the same as 1(1) resp. 1(2) modulo an interchange of 
indices. To estimate 1(1), we integrate in Sl first, then in t2. This gives 
4 j /  2 
I ( 1 ) <<. --~ ds2 dtl = -~. 
{0<s2<q 1 } 
For I (2 ) ,  we first integrate in sl, then in tl, to obtain in case k 4= 2 
4 / J  2 
•(2) -<. klk - 2----~ ds2 dt2 = klk - 2----~[' 
{O<sz<t2< 1 } 
and in case k = 2, integrating in s2, t2 first, 
1 
1(2) ~< 2'  
This gives the desired result. 
Another asymptotic estimate which will be seen to determine the order of Sobolev 
spaces, in which the double intersection local times are located, will now be proved. 
Proposition 6. Let d E N, 0 < fl < 1. Then there is a constant c such that for k E N 
we have 
d 
1- I (n i  V l )  -~  ~ ck d( l - f l ) - l .  
ni >~O,nt +...-t-nd=k i=1 
Proof. It is easy to see that the sequence of sums 
}2 II (n,vl)- :keN 
nl)O,nl+'"+nd=k i:1 
is asymptotically equivalent with the sequence of integrals 
/ H ) I I  x J (k  - xl . . . .  Xd -1) -~dx l . . .  dXd-I : k E N . 
{xi)O,Xl+...+Xd_l~k} i=1 
But by scaling 
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d-1 
f f  I I x J (k -x l  . . . .  Xd-ll-~dxl... dxd-1 
{xi~O,xl +...+Xd_ 1~<k} i=1 
d-I 
=kd( l - f l ) - I  ff I I  Y / - f l (1 -Y l  . . . .  Yd-1) - f ldy l . . .  dyd- l ,  
(yi>~O,yl+...+ya_x ~<1} i=1 
and the latter integral is finite since fl < 1. This proves the claimed inequality. 
We are ready to deduce representations of double intersection local times for x 4: 0, 
starting with the case of planar Brownian motion. 
Theorem 7. Let d = 2, x ~ O. Then 
a( x, . ) =e-.olim f / p2 ( Wt - Ws - x ) ds dt 
{0<s<t<l } 
exists in D 2,a for any a < 1 and is given by the series 
a(x, .) 
~ //< ~ 1-~li ( :  l[s't] "~®"'~ ( xi )p2_s(X)dsdt. 
• {o ~}= 
Proof. Proposition 1yields for every • > 0 the following formula 
I f  p2 ( Wt - Ws - x) ds dt 
{0<s<t<l} 
2 
= f f  H pl(W~-W~-xi) dsdt 
{0<s<t<l } i=1 
= "~ qln' ( 1 [,,,] 
~/t---s'+ • )  ®" 
• (o l} = 
xi xHni(x/t__--S+•)p2-s+E(X) dsdt" 
Hence the orthogonality of the multiple Wiener-Ito integrals and the independence of 
the components of W imply 
EII{o<s<ff<l}P2(Wt-Ws-x)dsdt) 2) 
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f f  a( [s l , t l ]  f) [$2,t2]) k
=E [ (ti ~ ~ ~ ~-'~ (-~2 ~ s~ ~- ~') ],V2 
k=O 
× 
2 2 (xi)2 
E IIII ,/tj -sj+, d,2 
ni>~O,nl+n2=k i 1 j=l 
13 
Therefore, due to Lemma 1.2 of Nualart and Vives [21 ] it is enough to show that there 
exists a constant c~ such that for k E N 
f f  ,~([sl,t l] f-I [s2, t2]) k sup 
e>O,xE~2 [ ( t l  -- Sl + e)  (t2 -- S2 + e)  ] (k/2)+l dSl .. dt2 
) (  × E 1-I 1-I H"  _xi exp 
n,>>.O,nl+n2=k i=1 j=l ~/tj Sj + • 2(t2 -- S2 + •) J 
~< Cl k -2 ,  (9)  
2 
supiil--[p~_sj+e(x) dsl.., d/2 < 00. (10) 
e>O d d j=i 
(9) takes care of the case k > 0, (10) of k = 0. To deduce (9), we use first a 
global estimate on products of Hermite polynomials and exponentials as presented in 
Proposition 3. We take a = ½ there and subsequently apply Proposition 6 to the estimate 
to obtain constants c2, c3 such that for any k c N, E > 0, x C R 2, si < ti, s2 < t2, we 
have 
2 2 (x , ) (  
I I I I IH . ,  x/tj_--sj+e exp 
ni>/O,nl+n2=k i=1 j=l 
2 
~C2 E I-[ (n iV1) -1 /2~c3"  
ni>~O,nl+n2=k i 1 
2(tj-sj+E) I 
(11) 
Next, apply Proposition 5, part 1, to the integrals remaining in (9) to produce a constant 
c4 such that for all k C N 
l i  A([s l , t i ]  f-I [s2, t2]) k 
sup .. E>Od J [ ( t l - -S l+e) ( t2 - - s2+e) ]  (k/2)+ldsl" dtz<~c4k-2" (12) 
(11) and (12) combine to yield (9). (10) is simple. This completes the proof. 
We next consider the case of 3-dimensional Brownian motion. Here we obtain a 
similar result, though with some more effort. This difference reflects the fact that for 
d = 3 the renormalization of intersection local time at x = 0 is essentially different from 
the case d = 2. This will be made precise in Section 4. 
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Theorem 8. Let d = 3, x 4: O. Then 
a(x, .) = ,--,01im I f  
{O<s<t< 1 } 
p3(Wt - Ws - x) ds  dt 
exists in D 2,a for a < ½ and is given by the series 
a(x, .) 
f: (xi) =Z -~il.I~ \~ j  jHn~ ~ p3_s(x) dsdt. 
ni--O {0 1 } '= 
Proof. Here Proposition 1 yields for any e > 0 the equation 
f / p3 ( Wt - Ws - x ) ds dt 
{O<s<t<l} 
f<sf<t  ~ 1 li ( ( l[s,t] ®.i) 
= V/'~il. n' \~/t -s+E) 
- {o 1} = 
Therefore the square norm has the shape 
h([sl'tl]n[s2't2])k 
× Z I IH  Hn' xi p~_s,+,(x)dsl.., at2. 
ni>/O,nl+.+n3=k i I j=l ~/tj -- Sj + E 
Now fix ¼ ~< a < ½. We will prove that there exists a constant cl which may depend 
on a and x such that for any k ~> 0 we have 
sup/"/11 A( [S l , t l ]  A [s2, t2]) k 
X E I IHHnl  ~/tj-sj"~-" P~-sJ+'(x)dSl"" dt2 
ni>~O,ni+.+n3=k i=I j=l 
~< ci (k V I)-f8~-I)/2 (13) 
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First of all, we apply Proposition 3 with a and then Proposition 6 with/3 = (8a - 1 ) /6 < 
1 to produce constants c2,c3 such that for any k >~ 0 ,•  > 0, sl < q,s2 < t2 
32(  ) ( 2 )  
xi [ 
Z ] I - [1 - I  nni X-i exp -o l ( t j _s jq_•)  
ni>/O,n~+.+n3=k i 1 j=l ~/tj Sj q- e 
3 
•C2 Z I'I (niv 1)-(8a-1)/6 
ni>.O,nl+.+n3=k i 1 
C3 k2-3( (Sa-l)/6) = ¢3k(2-(Sa-l)/2). (14) 
Secondly, observe that for y > 0 the function 
t~t -3 /Zexp( -  y )  
has a maximum given by 
23/ (--~-)-3/2 exp ( -~)  . 
Hence there exists a constant Ca depending on a and Ixl such that for any • > 0, sl < 
t~, s2 < t2 we have 
2 , (, 
1-I (2zr(tj - sj + •) )3/2 exp - (  ~ - a)  j=l 
Ix[2 ) ~< c4. (15) 
tj -- Sj -~- • 
We finally make use of the second part of Proposition 5 to see that there is a constant 
c5 such that for any k ~> 0 
sup//1/ a([sl,tl] n [s2,t2]) k 
e>oJ J  [ ( t lT~-+-e)-~2--~2~-~)]  U2ds l ' ' '  dt2 <~cS(kV1)-2" (16) 
Now it remains to combine (14) to (16) in order to deduce (13). But a can be chosen 
arbitrarily close to ½. Hence (8a - 1) /2 may be chosen arbitrarily close to 3. This in 
turn implies that a(x, .) has an expansion in any Sobolev space D 2,t~ for/3 < ½, as had 
to be shown. 
The case d = 3 is the last one in which our intersection local times remain random 
variables. For d /> 4, they become distribution valued, as will be shown next. 
Theorem 9. Let d >f 4, x ~ O. Then 
a(x , . )  = lim I I pff ( Wt - W~ - x) ds dt 
~--*0 J J  {0<s<t<l } 
exists in D 2,a for a < (4 - d) /2 and is given by the distribution valued series 
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a(x, .) 
oo 
S/ ni=O {O<s<t<l } 
r I  l"~Ii ( (  l[s't] ~ @nl) ( xi ) 
i=, ~ n, k \  t~_s j H,, ~ p,a_~(x) dsdt. 
Proof. Proposition 1 yields for any e > 0 
f f pff ( Wt - Ws - x l ds dt 
{0<s<t<l} 
-~Z ff } i=~l ~il. n' t¢/,:7_~_•" ] ) ni--'O {O<s<t<l 
Xi 
Now choose fl < (4 - d)/2. Then the norm of this random variable in D 2't~ is given 
by 
~"~(1 +k)#i f  A--([sl't----2] ~[s2't2])k 
k--0 [ (h -- Sl + •) ( t2---- S2 ~--~) ]k/2 
d 2 
X Z I I I Inn i (  Xi )d  x 
n~>~O,nl+...+nd=ki=l j=l ~t j - s j+e  Po-sj+,( )ds l . . .  dt2. (17) 
To prove the claimed convergence, we use arguments as in the preceding proof. Indeed, 
this way we can establish the existence of a constant cl such that for any k 7> 0 we 
have 
h( [S l ,h ]  fq [s2, t2]) k 
sup//,>0 J J [ ( t , -~-4 -7)~ i2 -~-~)1  k/2
d 2 
ni>~O,nl+"'+nd=k i=1 j=l x/tj - sj + • po_sj+~(x) dSl . . .  dt2 
<~ Cl ( k V 1 )d(1-(8a-1)/6)-3 (18) 
It is easy to see that, by choosing ct close enough to ½, the sum of the exponents of k, 
namely 
8a-  1)  
t~+d 1 6- -3  
can be made smaller than -1.  This establishes the asserted convergence and completes 
the proof. 
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4. Renormalization of self-intersection local times 
We will now make precise that the representation f self-intersection functionals which 
was the subject of Section 3 gives an easy access to renormalization problems. It has 
been well known for a long time that a(x ,  .) ~ c¢ as Ixl ~ 0 in case d = 2 and d = 3. 
Rosen [25] proved that E(a(x ,  .)) absorbs the singularity as Ixl --, 0 in case d = 2. 
In our setting, the expectation is simply the term of zeroth order in the expansion of 
a(x ,  ,) which is easy to handle. 
Theorem 10. Let d = 2. Then for  any x E ~2 
y(x,  .) = lim 
e--*0 f i p~ ( Wt - Ws - x ) ds dt 
{O<s<t<l} 
{0<s<t<l} 
exists in D 2"~ for  any a < 1 and is given by the series 
r(x,.): ) 
nl+n2/>l (0 1} ": 
Proof. The arguments are contained in the proof of Theorem 7. See formula (9). 
If we sharpen Theorem 10 a bit, we obtain a new proof of the "renormalization f
Varadhan" (see Varadhan [29] and Le Gall [ 16] ). Again, it is enough to just look at 
the estimate (9). 
Theorem 11. Let d = 2. Then 
lim T(x, .) = y(O, .) 
Ixl--,o 
in D 2'a for  any a < 1 and P - a.s.. In particular, 
lim [a (x" ) -  l ln  1 27r ] ix,-+0 ~ Ixl ( In2 -  1 - C) = 3'(0,.) 
in D 2"" fo r  any tr < 1 and P - a.s., where C is Euler's constant. 
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Proof. The first statement follows from (9) and Lemmas 1.2 and 3.2 of Nualart and 
Vives [ 21]. The second statement just displays E(a(x, . ) ) ,  the term of order zero of 
our expansion for Ix I 4= 0. (See Le Gall [ 16, p. 323] .) 
We next come to the renormalization f the self-intersection local times for dimension 
d ~> 3. All these cases have one thing in common: it is not sufficient o just subtract 
the expectation of a(x, .) as Ix I ~ 0. There is still singular behaviour left in the terms 
of positive order of the series which behaves logarithmically in I/ Ix I for d = 3 and like 
Ixl <3-d)/z for d ~> 4. A careful analysis of the second moments of the projections of 
the self-intersection local times on the eigenspaces of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator 
will reveal this phenomenon. The results in case d = 3 that we are about o prove have 
been obtained, in the sense of convergence in law, by Yor [36], where also the limits 
are identified. Apart from describing the order of Sobolev space in which convergence 
takes place we will also slightly improve Yor's [36] results to convergence in the weak 
sense in Hilbert spaces. In addition, we can show that the limits are not strong in the 
respective Sobolev spaces and in L2(/2, F, P). 
Proposition 12. Let d >>. 3. 
(i) There exists a constant c such that for any k E N 
1 1 f f  A([Sl,tl] f3 [s2, t2]) k 
]0, ~] 9 e H ln l  ~ [(tl -- Sl-+~t2--'~'+---~)]<k+d)/2 dSl. . ,  dt2, 
if d = 3, and 
1 ed_3 f f a[sl , t l ]  N [s2, t2]) k 
]0,~] 9e l l  j~  [ ( t l - -S l+e) ( t2 - - s2+e) ] (k+d) /2dS l ' ' '  dt2,
if d ~ 4, is bounded by ck -2. 
(ii) Moreover, for any k E N 
lira 1 . f f  /~([Sl,tl] A [s2, t2]) k 
~--,0 ln~ __  [(h - -  S I  "~ e)(tz - -  S 2 -~-e)] (k+d)/2 dsl ... dt2 
{I- = 8 (k+l )2  + , i f k>/2 ,  
4, i f k= l ,  
if d = 3, and 
limed_3 f f ,~( [S l , t l ]  f-q [S2, t2]) k 
, - .o  JJ [ ( t l  -- Sl + e ) ( t2  -- s2 + e)] (k+d)/2 dSl . . .  dt2 
1 
-k+d-2  k+d-2  + k+d-4  l+d------~ ( -1) t  ' 
/ fd  ~> 4. 
Proof. Again, we first split the integral to be estimated into four parts, namely 
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l ( l , e )  = f l  
{O<st<~<tl<t2<l} 
1(2, E) = ff 
{O<sl<~<t2<ti   1} 
1(3, e) = f /  
{O<s2<sl<tl<t2<l} 
1(4, e) = I f  
(O<s2<Sl<t2<tl<l} 
(tl - s2 )  k 
[(t l  - s1 ÷ e)(t2 - s2 ÷e)](k+d)/2 dsl.., dr2, 
( t2  --  $2) k 
[(t l  - sl + e ) ( t2 -  s2 + e)]Ck+d)/2 dS l . . ,  dt2, 
( t l  --  s1) k 
[ ( t l  --  Sl ÷ e)(t2 - s2 + e)] (k+d)/2 dSl  . . .  d t2 ,  
(t2 - sl )k 
[(t l  - S l  ÷ e)(t2 -- S2 + e)] (k+d)/2 dSl . . .  dt2. 
19 
Since by interchanging the roles of the indices, •(2, e) = 1(3, e) as well as I (  1, e) = 
l (4 ,  e) ,  we just have to look at the first two. To evaluate l ( l ,e ) ,  we integrate in sl 
and t2 to get 
l ( l ,e ) -  4 I /  (tl - s2 )  k 
(k+d-2)  2 
{O<s2<tl <1 } 
[ , 
x (tl - $2 ÷ e) (k+d-2)/2 -
1 ] 
(1 - sz ÷ e) (k+d-2)/2 
[ 1 1 ] 
x (tl -- $2 ÷ ~:)(k+d-2)/2 -- (tl + e) ik+d-2)/2 ds2 dtl. (19) 
It is easy to see that all double integrals on the rhs of (19) which contain ( 1 - s2 + e) 
or (tl + e) in the integrand are o(e a-d) resp. o ( ln (1 /e ) )  if d /> 4 resp. d = 3, 
with a bound not depending on k. It only remains to consider the one containing only 
(tl - s2 + e). Let us first remark that this integral is essentially, up to another o(e 3-d) 
- resp. o ( ln ( I /e )  ) - term, uniformly bounded in k, given by 
1 
f (U + e) k+d-2 du 
o 
1 
j , 
(U + e )  d -2  du  
o 
ln(1 +e)  - In (e )  ~ In ~ + ln2 ,  if d = 3, 
= E 
d l-~_ 3 [ ,3-d -- ( l + e)3-d] ~ d 1-~_ 3 e3-d, if d ) 4. 
(20) 
(20) will only help for the boundedness claim in (i) of the assertion. For (ii), we need 
a more precise evaluation. We have in case d = 3 
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1 
f uk (U "~ e)  k+l du  
0 
k 
=Z 
l--0 
k-1 
=Z 
l=0 
1 
(~)(--e)k-l f (u+e)l-k-1 du 
0 
(~)(--e)k-tkl--~_l[et-k--(1 +e)  t-k] +In(1 +E) - - lne ,  
and in case d ~> 4 
1 
f u~ (U + e )  k+d-2  du  
o 
= k (~) (_e)k_ t 1 3[el_k_d+3 ~:)l-k-d+3] 
t=o k - l+d-  " - (1+ 
k 
1 
t=o k - l+d-3  
k 
_Z(~)(_e)k_t(l+e)l_k_d+ 3 1 
t---o k- l+d-3" 
For •(2, ~), integration i sl and tl gives 
l(2, e) 
2 
k+d-2 f [In(t2 --  S2 + E) -- In(t2 + e) 
[0<s2<t2< 1 } 
- In( 1 - s 2 + E) + In( I + E) ] ds2 dt2 
+e ln l+e]•  
in ease d = 3 and k = 1, 
l(2, e) = 4 (k+d- 2) (k+ d -4)  
f f  02 - s2) ~ 
X (t2 --  $2 + e) (k+d)/2 
{O<s2<t2<l} 
[ ' ~ 
X ( t2  -- S2+e)  (k+d-4)/2 -- ( t2+e) (k+d-4)~ 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
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, ] 
- (1 - s2 + e)(k+a-4)/2 + (1 + E) [k+a-4)/2 ds2 dt2 (24) 
in case d ) 4 or k/> 2. As above, modulo o(e 3-a) - resp. o( ln(1/e))  - terms only 
the first term on the rhs of (23) and (24) have to be evaluated. Now (24) clearly leads 
to (20)-(22) again, whereas integration by parts shows 
1 1 
f U ln(u+E) du=-  1 ln ( l+e)+/  u (u+e)  2 1+• (u+•)2  du, 
0 0 
so that (23) also leads to (20) and (21). It remains to combine (19) to (22) and to 
remember identical contributions of I (3 ,• )  and •(4, •) to get both (i) and (ii). 
Remark 13. It is important to note that the factors 
_ _ 1  ( _1)1(~)  
t---o l+d-3  
do not vanish. Hence the limits appearing in (ii) of Proposition 12 are nontrivial. 
To show that limits are not strong in the following theorems, we will first have to prove 
another proposition. 
Proposition 14. Let d >>. 3. For e C]0, 1] let 6 ( e) = exp ( - I /e ) .  Then 
- I  
l im~ ln l ln  1 ff A([Sl'tl]N[S2't2])2 
,--0 ~ [(tl - sl +E) ( t2 -  s2 +t$)]~a+2)/2 dSl. . ,  dt2 =0, 
if d = 3, and 
lim x/(e6(e)) 3-a-I / /  A([Sl,tl] fq [sz, t2]) 2 
,40 [(tl - sl + E)(t2 - s2 + 6)]~a+2)/2 dsl . . .  dt2 = 0, 
if d>~4. 
Proof. We split the integral to be estimated as usual. For I( 1, e), we have by integrating 
in Sl and t2 
f f  (tl - s2) 2 
1( 1, e) = [ (tl - Sl q- e) (t2 - s2 + 6) ] (d+2)/2 dsl . . .  dt2 
{0<$1 <s2<tl < t2< I } 
4 f f  (tl - s2) 2 
<~ -~ J J  [ (tl - -  $2 -[- if) (tl - -  $2 + ¢~(ff) ) ]d/2 ds2 dtl 
{0<s2<tl<l } 
1 
_4f  t (u +,)(.  +  d-2,/21 ~<~-~ du. (25) 
0 
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For I (2,  e) we integrate in sl and tl to get 
4 ff I (2,  e) ~< d(d - 2------~) (t2 -- $2 + e ) (d -Z) /Z ( t2  -- $2 -~- t$) (d+2)/2 ds2 dt2 
{O<s2<t2<l} 
1 
4 f 1 
~< d(d -2)  [(u+E)(u+~(e))l(d_2~/2 du. (26) 
0 
Hence we have to estimate the integral figuring on the rhs of (25) and (26). To do 
this, we first consider the case d ~> 4 and let 
fe(u) = (u + e)-(d-2)/2, 0 ~-~ U ~ 1. 
Using H61der's inequality we see that there is a constant cl such that for any e > 0 we 
have 
el/36(e)2/3 
f~fsc,)(u) du ~<11 f ,  11311 fs~,~ 113/2~ < cl (eS(E))~d_2~/=. 
0 
Hence 
1 1/6 
(~6(e))~d-3)/2ff~f~,)(u)du<~c,(~-~) , 
0 
which clearly converges to 0 as e ~ 0. 
Finally, for d = 3, we have 
1 
f 1 du 
[(u + e)(u + ~(e))]~ 
0 
=ln[2x/(1 +e) (1  + 6(e))  +2+e+ 6(E)] 
- ln[2 e~X/ -~ + • + 6(e) ]. (27) 
But since 
ln(1/e) --* 0, 
ln(1/8(e) )  
as • -~ 0, division of (27) by 
~/ln(1/e) ln(1/8(E)) 
and taking the limit will give 0 as well. This completes the proof. 
We are ready to prove our first main result, in which some kind of renormalized 
intersection local time at x = 0 in dimension d = 3 is described, the law of which is 
Gaussian, as discovered by Yor [36]. 
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Theorem 15. Let d = 3. Then 
23 
1 I f  pa(Wt_Ws)dsdt y(0, .) = ,401im 
{0<s<t<l } 
1 exists weakly, but not strongly, in D 2"" for any a < ~. 
Proof. For e > 0 let 
1 
r , (o ,  . )= 
x / In( I /• )  
f p3(Wt-  W,) ds dt 
[0<s<t<l } 
We will first prove that 
1 
.) :0 < • 
is bounded in D 2'' for any a < 
(28) 
½. Due to Proposition 3, applied for a = ½, and 
Proposition 6, applied for/3 = ½, we get for 0 < • ~< ½ 
E(%(O, .)2) 
O~D 
1 f f  ,'l.([Sl,tl] f'/ [$2, t21) k 
(27r)-3 E 
~1 ln(1/e) J J  [ ( t l -S l+•) ( t2 -s2+•) ]  (k+3)/2 
3 
× II  ,(O)ds, dr2 
ni>/O,nl+.+n3=k i=1 
~Cl ln(1/•)  [ ( t l -~T i ) - ( t2 - - -~2~ (k+3)/2 ds ' ' ' '  dtzk'/2"(29) 
k=l 
It remains to apply Proposition 12(i), to see that the kth term in (29) is bounded by a 
constant multiple of k -3/2. From this the desired boundedness of (28) in D 2'' for any 
c~ < ½ follows. Since D 2'~ is a Hilbert space, this implies weak compactness of (28). 
Now due to Yor [36, p. 351 ], any subsequence of this family must have the same limit 
as • ---, 0. This proves weak convergence in D 2'' for any a < ½. We finally show that 
strong convergence in D 2'~ and in L2(S2, F, P) does not hold. To this end, we write 
out the kth term of 
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E((ye(O, .) - y~(,)(0, . ) )2),  
for 
1 
~(•)=exp( -1 /• ) ,  •E]0 ,~] .  
It is given by a positive multiple of 
/ A([Sl,tl] N [s2, t21) k 
x in (1 /• )  (tj - sj + •)(~+3)/2 
j=l 
- In ( I /8 (• ) )  (tj - sj + 8(•))(k+3)/2 dSl . . .  dt2 
1 ff ,,~([Sl,tl] ['7 [s2,t2]) k 
- In ( l /e )  [ ( t l - -S l+•) ( t2 - -S2+e) ]  (k+3)/2dsl"'" dt2 
1 f f  a( [S l ,q ]  n [s2, t2]) k 
+ In (1 /6 (e ) )  [(t l  - Sl + 8)(t2 - s2 +8) ]  (k+3)/2 dsl . . .  dt2 
2 I f  A([S l , t l ]  n [s2, t2]) k 
- v/ln(1/e)ln(1/6(e)) [ ( t l -S l  +•)(t2-s2+6)] ¢k+3)/2dsl''" dt2. 
We now just look at the particular case k = 2. Due to Proposition 12(ii), the first two 
terms both converge to positive quantities as • --+ 0, whereas, due to Proposition 14, the 
last term converges to 0 as • ---+ 0. Hence 
E( (T , (0 ,  .) - ys(,)(0, .))2) 74 0, 
as e --+ 0. In fact, this is true with respect o any D2'~-norm for a < ½. Hence the net 
(28) does not fulfill a Cauchy criterion for convergence in D 2'' for any a < ½, and in 
L2(/2, F,  P ) .  This completes the proof. 
The analogue of Theorem 15 for d ~> 4 is given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 16. Let d >~ 4. Then 
f f pd ( Wt -- Ws ) ds dt 
{O<s<t<l } 
:O<E~<I) 
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is bounded in D 2'a for any a < (4 - d ) /2  and therefore weakly sequentially compact. 
The net does not converge in the strong sense, the D2"%norms converge to a non-zero 
quantity as • --* O. 
Proof. For • > 0 define 
/ 
yE(O, .) = (•(d-3)/2 / pd ( Wt -- Ws ) ds dt 
(0<s<t<l  } 
{0<s<t< 1 }
Fix/3 < (4 - d)/2. To prove that 
{~, , (0 . . )  : 0 < • ~< l} 
is bounded in D a'#, we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 15. We apply consecutively 
Proposition 3 for a = ½, Proposition 6 for fl = ½, and Proposition 12(i), to see that for 
any 0 < e ~< 1 
oo 
[I y , (0 ,  .) 11~,/3 = Z(27r ) -a (  1 -b k)13e d-3 
,~-1 
f f a( [S l , t l ]  n [s2,t2]) k 
× [ ( t l _S l+e) ( t2_s2+e) ] (k+dl /2ds1 . . .  dt2 
d 
× IIH ,(o) 
ni>/O,nl +...+na=k i=1 
oo 
<<. cl Z (  1 + k)#k-2k (a/2)-j, (30) 
k=l 
with a universal constant cl. But this series converges due to /3 < (4 -  d)/2. This 
shows boundedness in D 2'/~. To prove that convergence in the strong sense does not 
hold, similar arguments as in the preceding proof work. The second part of (ii) in 
Proposition 12, and the fact that 
1 (2) 
~l+d_3( -1 ) t  = t=o (d -  1 ) (d -  2 ) (d -  3) > 0, 
imply that the D z't~- norms indeed converge to a non-zero quantity as • --. 0. This 
completes the proof. 
Remark  17. We were unable to identify eventually existing weak limits of the net 
of Theorem 16. Now Lyons [ 19] proved that Brownian motion in dimension 4 and 
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5 possesses double points with positive capacity. The capacity he uses is taken with 
respect o the same Dirichlet structure we consider. We therefore suspect hat there is 
a relationship between the cluster points of the nets considered in Theorem 7 and the 
capacities of the sets of Brownian paths with double points. So far, however, we have 
not been able to substantiate his relationship. 
Let us now consider the behaviour of a(x,  .) as Ix[ ~ 0 for d/> 3. For this purpose, 
we need a generalization of the estimates of proposition 12, which will be given in the 
next proposition. 
Proposition 18. Let d ~> 3. 
(i) There exists a constant c such that for any k E N 
l 1 ff •([s l , t l ]N[S2,  t2]] k 10, 
9 r~ ln ( l / r )  [(tl--Sl)(t2--S2)](k+3)/2 
x I I  exp ( Y i=1 ti ~ dSl . . .  dt2, 
if d = 3, and 
[(h - sl)(t2 - $2)] (k+3)/2 
x I-~ exp ( Y ds l . . ,  dt2, 
i=1 ti 
if d >>. 4, is bounded by ck -2. 
(ii) Moreover, for any k E N 
lim l f f  A([sl,tl]A[s2, t2]) k2  ( 
,~0 In ( l / y )  [(t-~----s~(t2--'~2)]-(kTg)/2Hexp - - -  
i=1 {I'- = 8 (k+l )2+ , i f k )2 ,  
4, i f k= l ,  
if d = 3, and 
2 
lim yd-3 f f  A([Sl'tl]A[s2't2]]k 1--[ exp ( 
r--*0 [ (h - sl ) (t2 -- S2) ] (k+3)/2 i=1 
.~ f f [u(-k+d-4'/2v(k+d-6)/2-- - -  
0 v 
ti ~---~i) ds l . . ,  dt2 
---Y ) ds~.., dt2 
ti si / 
k - 1 u(_k+d_6)/2u(k+d_4)/2 ] 
k+l  J 
x exp ( -u )  exp ( -v )  du dv > O, 
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ifd>.4. 
Proof. Let us consider the usual first two parts of the integral to be estimated. For the 
first one, we introduce new variables 
S = t l  - -  S l ,  t = t2 - s2 , r  = t l  - $2 ,  
to get 
l (1 ,y)  
(O<s l  <s2<t l  <t2< l } 
( q - $2) k 
[(tl - Sl)(tz - s2)] ~k+3~/z 
2 
×l - Iexp(Y - - s i )  ds,...dt2 
i=1 ti 
: /I 
{O<r<sAt<l,s+t-I <r} 
r k 
st)(k+d)/2exp(--~)exp(-y) 
× (1-(s+t-r)) ds dt dr 
f f  l [ sk+l-((s+t-1)VO)k+l ] 
=2 k+ 1 ~3 ~)  ~ (1 - ~ - t) 
{0<s<t<l}  
I [sk+2--((s+t--1)VO) k+2] 
+ ~-~--~ ~- -~)~ exp ( -~)  exp ( -~)  ds dt. (31) 
It is easy to see that the only term which matters asymptotically in (31) is given by 
2 ff k+l  (st)(k+d)/2exp(--~)exp(-~) dsdt
{0<s<t<l } 
= k--}-21"Y3--dffu(-k4-d-6)/21)(k+d-4)/2exp(--u)exp(--D)dudl)' (32  
7 v 
where the equation is obtained via the change of variables u = y/s, v = y/t. It remains 
to estimate the integral on the rhs of (32). Let us first consider the case d = 3. Here 
integration by parts gives 
f jU(-k-3)/2O(k-1)/2exp(--u)exp(--V) du dv 
y v 
] =k+12 f v - lexp( - -2v)+fu( -k - l ) /2exp( - -u )du  v(k-l)/2exp(--v)dv 
'y t~ 
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Moreover, 
oo  
J _- __2 n(1/y) exp(-2y) +2 lnvexp (-2v) dv k+l  
oo  oo  
~/ u 
-k-l)/2v(k-l)/2exp (--U) exp (--v) dv I . 
oo  oo  
(33) 
/) 
4 fvd-aexp(--2u) dv < oo. <'k-d+4 
In case d ) 4, k - d + 4 = 0 we have 
/fu-lv2(d-4)exp(-u)exp(-u)dudu 
• g v 
(35) 
2flnvexp(--2v) dv+/fu(-k-l)/2v(k-l)/2exp(--u)exp(--v)dv 
~, ~, v 
oo  
4flnvexp (-2v) dr, if k = 1, 
~< ~ / 4/ 
lnvexp(-2v) dv+~-  i- exp(-2v) dv, ifk~>2. 
But both of these terms are o(ln (1/~')), so that we obtain from (31) to (33) in case 
d=3 
4 1 1  ( 1)1 I(1,~,) = (k+ 1) - - - - -~  ln~ +o In , (34) 
where the bounds do not depend on k. 
We next consider the case d ) 4, k - d + 4 ¢ 0. Again we use integration by parts 
to get 
f /u(-k+d-6)/213 (k+d-4) /2  exp ( -u)  exp ( -u)  du dv 
"}, v 
oo  
- k-d+42 f [U d -4  exp  (-2v) 
+ f u(-~+d-4)/2 exp(--u) duv (k+a-4)/2 exp (-v)  dv 
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oo 
=/[  lnlexp(-2o)U2(a-4)-o 
Y 
+ / In u exp (-u) duv 2(a-4) exp ( -v )  dv < e~. (36) 
O 
From (31), (32), (35), (36) we get both 
yd-31( l ,y )  ~ clk -2, (37) 
_A : l,,v), = _ _  lira 
y----~O 
OO OO 2ffu(-k-]-d~a)/21)(k-Fd-4)/2 
k+l  
0 v 
× exp ( -u )  exp ( -o )  du dr, (38) 
with a universal constant cl. 
Let us finally look at •(2, y), the treatment of which is quite similar. We introduce 
the variables r = s2 - sl, s = t2 - s2, t = tl - sl to get 
l (2 ,y )  
ff ( t2 -s2)kz ( ) I - I  Y [(tl sl)(t2- sz)] (k+d)/2 exp  - -  t i - -~ i  ds l . . ,  dtz 
{O<sl <s2<t2<q < 1 } i=1 
= t (k+a) /2  ( I  - s ) ( I  - t) exp -s  exp - ds dt. (39) 
{O<s<t<l } 
This time, the part of (39) which determines the asymptotics i given by 
f f  s(k-d)/2 t(k+a)/2 ( t -  s)exp (-~)exp ( -~)  ds dt 
{O<s<t< 1 }
O0 O0 
y V 
x exp ( -u )  exp ( -v )  du dr. (40) 
Now arguments as above show in case d = 3 
ln(1/y---------~I(2,y) ~ c2k -2, (41) 
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1 
lim - -  
:,--.0 In ( l / y )  
and in case d ) 4 
1, in case k= 1, 
1(2, 7) = 4 in case k/> 2, 
k 2 - 1' 
yd-31(2, y) ~ c3k -2, 
lim yd-31(2, y) 
y---~O 
0 v 
(42) 
(43) 
x exp ( -u )  exp ( -v)  du dr. (44) 
To obtain the asserted formulas, it remains to collect (34) and (41), (42) in case d = 3, 
and (37), (38), (43), (44) in case d 7> 4, and to keep in mind that both contributions 
have to be doubled. 
We are finally ready to prove renormalization results for the intersection local times 
in case d/> 3. 
Theorem 19. Let d = 3, and use the notation of Theorem 8. For x ~ 0 let 
y(x, . )  = a(x, . )  -E (a (x , . ) ) .  
Then 
1 
lim __y (x ,  .) 
Ixl--,o ~/ln ~ 
exists weakly in D 2'~ for any a < ½, and is nontrivial. In particular, 
lira a(x, .) 2-~x, 
Ixl--.0 
1 exists weakly in D 2'~ for any a < ~. 
Proof. Let us first prove the boundedness of
~ 7(x , . ) :x  ~0 
in D 2'~ for a < ½. To this end, choose and fix ¼ ~< fl < ½. We take the square norm of 
1 
/L--V3,(x, .), 
~/ln i- h 
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for x =# 0, and apply successively Proposition 3 for fl, Proposition 6 for - (8 f l  - 1 ) /6,  
and Proposition 18 to see that 
~,ln I.-7 [ ] 
oo  
k=l [ ( tt - sl ) ( t2 - s2) ] (k+3)/2 
3 2 
× Z HHH"'( X~)exp(2(t;X~sj)) dsi'''dt2 
ni>~O,nl+.+n3=k i 1 j=l 
~_~ 1 f /  ,~( [s l , t l ]C l [S2 ,  t2]) k 
3 
x E H( ',,vl~-~-'>/~ 
ni >/O,nl +.+ n3=k i=1 
x Hexp - (~ - /3 )  - - - -  ds l . . ,  tit2 
j=l ( t j  - s j )  
I f f  a( [s l , t l ]  f'] [s2, t21) k 
~ C2 ~ 1--~k=l [(tl "---- S-~ 772--'-"$22)] (-'~3)/2 
x riexp - (~- /~)  - -  dsl . . ,  dt2 
j=l (t j  -- s j )  
oo  
C3 Z k-(gB-l)/2' 
k=l 
where cl .... c3 are universal constants. Now (8/3 - 1 ) /2  can be chosen arbitrarily close 
to -32. Hence the asserted boundedness follows. Now we can complete the argument for 
weak convergence in D 2''  for a < 1 just as in the proof of Theorem 15. To identify 
the non- trivial limit, we use Yor [36, p. 350], this time. For the second assertion, it 
remains to prove that 
1 
x ~ E(a (x , . ) )  - - -  
2~rlxl 
is bounded at x = 0. But we have 
f f  1 ( E(ce(x ,  .)) = (2rr(t - s))3/2 exp 2(t  - s ) J  ds  dt  
{0<s<t<l} 
1 
= (2rru)3/2 exp \---2U--u J du +O(1)  
o 
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OG 
= (21r)-3/Zv-½exp(-v) dv -~ +0(1)  
1 
=/ I2~ "'x--= + o(1). 
This completes the proof. 
For d ~> 4, we use the remaining part of Proposition 18. 
Theorem 20. Let d/> 4, and use the notation of Theorem 9. For x 4= 0 let 
~,(x, .) = a (x ,  .) - E (a (x ,  . ) ) .  
Then 
(Ixl(~-3)2~(x,.): 0 < Ixl ~< 1) 
is bounded in D2'~ for any a < (4 - d) /2 and hence weakly sequentially compact. The 
limit of the D2'"-norms of Ixl (d-3)/2y(x,.) as Ixl ~ 0 exists and is non-trivial, for any 
tr < (4 - d)/2. 
Proof. Choose fl < (4 - d)/2. The square of the norm of Ixi(d-3)/2"~(x, .) in D 2'# is 
given by 
to  
k)/3txld_3 f [jj A([Sl,tl] 71 [S2, t2]) k (27r)-d Z(1  + 
k=-I 
a 2 ( ~ )  ( 2 ) dSl.. dt2(.45 ) x Z I -[H Hn' xi exp 2 (tj-x-~ sj) . 
ni>/O,nl+...+nd=k i 1 j=l 
l ½. We now have to proceed as in the preceding proof. We start by fixing ~ ~< a < We 
next apply Proposition 3 for a, Proposition 6 for -(8c~ - 1 )/6, and finally Proposition 
18 to see that the kth term in the development of (45) is bounded by 
cikd(1-[(8a-l)16])-3(1 + k)/3. 
By choosing ct close enough to ½, fl+d( 1-  [(8a - 1)/6] ) -3  can be made smaller than 
-1. Hence the series (45) is bounded in Ixl and we obtain the asserted boundedness in 
D 2'# for any fl < (4 -d ) /2 .  Since Hermite polynomials of even order are non- trivial 
at 0 and by the second part of proposition 18, the D2'a-norms of Ixl(d-3)12~,(x, .) have 
a non-trivial limit as Ixl ~ o. This completes the proof. 
Remark 21. (i) Just as for Theorem 19, we do not have any information about 
eventual cluster points of (Ixl(d-3)/2~,(x, .) : 0 < Ixl ~< 1). Taking into account 
the results of Lyons [ 19] and Penrose [22], it could be interesting to determine 
them. 
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(ii) Yor [36, p. 353], proposes a different analogue of a(x,  .) for the case d ~> 4. 
This could be interpreted in terms of our distribution valued a(x, .) of Theorem 
9, 
(iii) It can be proved in a similar way as for Theorems 15 and 16 that eventual imits 
in Theorems 19 and 20 are not strong in D 2'' for any at < (4 -  d)/2 and in 
L2(O, F, P).  
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